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ON THE AXIALLY-SYMMETRIC STEADY WAVE PROPAGATION IN
ELASTIC CIRCULAR RODS*

BT

JULIAN adem
Institute de Geofisica, Universidad Nacional de Mixico and

Institute Nacional de la Investigation Cientifica, Mixico, D.F. (Mexico)

Summary. In the first part of this report we find an exact solution for the problem
of steady wave propagation in an isotropic, elastic circular bar of infinite length, free
of stress on its lateral surface and loaded by a harmonic body force, parallel to its axis,
whose amplitude is a Dirac delta function. The solution of this problem gives at the
same time the solution for a semi-infinite bar with a special prescribed load on its bound-
ary plane.

In the second part, we find a solution for the semi-infinite bar in which the conditions
at the boundary plane are prescribed in terms of functions which give implicitly the
stresses and displacements.

Finally, using a frequency of interest in current ultrasonic experimental work, we
develop a numerical example and compare the result with the case of a low frequency.

1. Infinite bar with the body force &{z)e~""i. We consider an infinite circular bar
of a perfectly elastic isotropic material, free of stresses on the lateral surface and loaded
by the body force 8(z)e~"", where S(z) is the Dirac delta function defined by

5(z) = 0 for 2^0,

f 5(2) dz = 1,
J —CO

and co is a positive number.
The problem is that of determining the displacement at all points of the rod for the

steady case (i.e. the time dependence for stresses and displacements is
The general solution. For an elastic isotropic medium the equation of motion is

(X + /i)V(V-u) + juV2u + PX = pu", (1)

where u is the displacement vector; X is the body force vector, X and /1 elastic constants
and p the density.

Fig. 1

Using cylindrical coordinates (r, 6, 2) as shown in Fig. 1, we have axial symmetry
(i.e. the solution is independent of 6).

♦Received Aug. 11, 1953; revised manuscript received Dec. 21, 1953. The results presented in this
paper were obtained in the course of research sponsored by the Watertown Arsenal under Contract
DA-19-020-C)RD-2598 when the author was at Brown University, Providence, R. I.
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Let u = V? + V X F and X = k5(3)e~'"!, where k is the unit vector in the direction
of the z axis and V • F = 0.

Assuming that

<p(r, z, t) = (p(r, z)e""',

F(r, z, t) = F(r, z)e~iat

and considering that
V[S(z) + C] = k«(z),

where S(z) is the unit step function defined as

S(z) = 0 for z < 0,

S(z) = 1 for z > 0,

and C is an arbitrary constant, we have that (1) is satisfied if

VV + AV « ~IS(?) + C]K, (2)
(J)

V2(V X F) + k\V X F) = 0, (3)
where

2 2
,2 P" ,.2 PO>h ^

The formula dS(z)/dz = S(z) has been used in the past in a formal way, without rigorous
justification. However, recently its validity has been proved on the basis of the theory
of Distributions. The reader is referred to L. Schwartz, "Theorie des Distributions".

Using the formula V2(V X F) = —V X V X (V X F) and assuming that the
only component of F that does not vanish is that in the 6 direction (which will hence-
forth be called F), Eq. (3) becomes:

sD^l + if + *"F-°' »>
while (2) written in cylindrical coordinates becomes (taking C = 0):

f
r dr \ drl ' dz~ ' co
1 d f d<p\ , d2<p , ,2 S(z)h2

S(z) can be expressed as

1 r" ei('

where the path of integration is the real axis, indented to pass below the origin.
Let

<p(r, z) = £ e,£V(r, 0 df,

F(r,z) = £ f_\il'F*(r, &
(6)
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where the path of integration must be such that the solution represents outgoing waves
at infinity.

From (4) and (5) we obtain:

s f. [I +
These equations are satisfied if

1 A I d<P*\ , * * _ JL
r dr V dr ) + a 9 i&o2'

± 1 d(r^) 2pt = Q
drr dr

where a2 = h2 - £2, 02 = k2 - f.
A solution of these equations is:

v* = tfco a

(7)

f* = B®jm,
(8)

where A (£) and B{£) must be determined from the boundary conditions.
Without loss of generality we assume that the radius of the rod is 1; therefore the

boundary conditions are t„ = 0, <rr = 0, at r = 1.
But

dur duz 1

and the displacements in the r and z directions are

d<p dF
U' ~ dr ~ ~dz '

dtp 13,™
ut = — — — (rF).dz rdr

Therefore our boundary conditions become

{(X + 2M) ̂  + X & + X = 0,

2£k-2§£~m =°

(9)
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and in terms of <p* and F*,

"rx a- 9 ^ _i_ x d** * o > aF*~l n_(X + 2m) -^r + X — — Mr - 2tfr — J ^ = 0,
(10)

Substituting (8) in (10)

4©2^J1(a) + B©(fc2 - 2f)J.(/3) = 0,

J4ft){2yuaJ1(a) - [(X + 2/i)oc2 + Xf]J0(a)} + B(g)[—2inPZJ0($) + 2if/xJr1(/8)] = —

The solution of this system of equations is

X^Vt(a)
- ~ 2^'aA '

•^(1) — O . .2-2/

Xgft2
iu'a2'

(ID
iXfcW - ^)^J,(g)

2juco2a2A '

where A = £2a/3Ji(a)«/o0S) — a\k2Jx{a)Ji(J3) + (§fc2 — £2)2J0(oi)Ji(P)- Substituting
(11) into (8), and the resultant values of (8) into (6), we obtain

,, , h2 rei!' z^2 f £(~£2 + WWMJoivryf 1
fa 4|io; •

Xfr2 rF(r,4=™ f
4uo) 7r J—m a A

(12)

4/iCO JT

In order to compute the integrals that appear in this solution it is convenient to deter-
mine the roots of A//S = 0.

The frequency equation. The equation

j - ^aJ^a) J903) - 11 k'J^JM + (| fc2 - £2)V„(«) ^ = 0, (13)
where a = (h2 — £2)1/2, /3 = (fc2 — £2)1/2, known as Pochhammer's frequency equation,
has been the subject of several papers*, because it gives the modes of longitudinal wave
propagation in an infinite circular rod, having stress free surface (velocity of the wave =
«/£; wave length = 2ir/£).

In this equation, given the elastic constants, £ is a multiple-valued function of the
angular frequency co. For the purpose of computing our integrals we are interested in
determining all the roots of Eq. (13), corresponding to the given frequency co.

Let us consider the frequency equation (13) for large | £ |. In this case a and (3 can be
written as

a £* t({ - h2/2?),

  0 S tfc - k2/2Q
*D. Bancroft, Phys. Rev., 59, 588 (1941); A. H. Holden, Bell System Technical J., 30, No. 4 (1951);

R. M. Davies, Trans. Roy. Soc., (London), A, No. 821, 240 (1948). See also the references mentioned in
these papers.
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and the frequency equation for sufficiently large | £ | becomes

2i£ — cosh 2£ = 0. (14)

Let £ = £i + i%2 , where £x and £2 are real; then Eq. (14) can be written as the pair

2£2 + cos 2£2 cosh = 0,

— 2^ + sin 2£2 sinh 2£t = 0.

Considering that | £ | is large, these equations have solution only if | £i | is large and,
since

£i/sinh & —» 0 when | £, | —> <» f

it can easily be shown that there is an infinite number of roots of Eq. (14) which are
approximately at the points

£ = ±5 log 2kir — ikir/2,

£ = ±| log 2px + ipir/2,

where fc is a large positive even integer and p is a large positive odd integer.
In Eq. (13) the variable is £2; therefore we must consider the solution for £ as well as

for — £. For the minus sign case a and /3 are given by

-Mi-I).
and the frequency equation becomes*

2+ cosh 2£ = 0,
whose roots are those of (14) with opposite sign.

Therefore the frequency equation (13) for large | £ | can be written as

(2t£ — cosh 2£)(2i£ + cosh 2£) = 0,
or

4£2 + cosh2 2£ = 0

and there are an infinite number of roots of it which are approximately at the points

£ = log 2kir ± i y>

where fc is a large positive integer and where all combinations of sign are allowed.
Since there are no roots of (13) on the axes for large | £ | it follows that there are a

finite number of roots on them.
Finally, we are going to show that there are no roots in the neighborhood of the

real axis (except at the axis itself). Let us denote (13) by the brief notation

F® = 0; (13')
this equation can be written as

  F(£0 + WQ-O + ... =0 (13")
*As was also shown by C. W. Curtis in a private letter to the author.
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and, if £2 is small enough to neglect £ , since F'(£,) ^ 0 when F(£x) = 0, and F(f,) and
F'(£0 are both real, it follows that (13") can be satisfied only if f2 = 0.

Evaluation of the integrals. From now on we shall consider the solution for z > 0.
The integral

r eil'
J_oo fa

can easily be evaluated by using Cauchy's residue theorem.* There are three poles on
the real axis: one at £ = 0, and the other two at £ = d=h; in the rest of the complex
plane the integrand is regular. To satisfy the condition at infinity (outgoing waves)
we choose the path of integration as shown in Fig. 2, i.e. from £ = — Rto £ = R indented
at £ = ±h and £ = 0 to pass above the real axis for £ = — h and below it for the other
poles; and then from £ = R to £ = —R along a semicircle F with center in the origin.
Integrating on the chosen path and letting R —» since (by Jordan's lemma) the
integral on the semicircle T goes to zero we obtain:

7^ d£ = 5 [2 - e"']. (15)
-a hL

Now let us consider the integral

j = £(~£2 + W)JMJo(«r)ei(° d;_.
2 a2 A

dividing the numerator and denominator of the integrand by /3 we obtain:

h = f fWo(«r)eie- di,
J — CO

{(-i'+HT
where

= a2A/|8 '

The numerator and the denominator of the integrand are both regular functions and
the only singularities of the integrand in the finite plane are simple poles corresponding
to the roots of the equation a2A//3 = 0.

*See E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson, "A course of modern analysis", Chapter VI; or any of the
standard books on complex variable.
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Let £1 , £2, • • • , £„ be the positive real roots and fn+1 , £„+2, • • - the complex roots of
A/0 = 0.

We shall again use Cauchy's residue theorem, choosing the path of integration as
shown in Fig. 3.

^2

-k-

-OO- S7\f^s?\

-S^lN + i-)

Fig. 3

The path goes from A to B on the real axis, indenting it at the poles to pass above
the real axis for negative poles and below the axis for positive ones (the reason for this
choice of the path is to satisfy the condition of "outgoing waves" at infinity); then
we close the contour of integration by a family of paths r„ such that

lim f = 0.
I £i-»oo J T p

In our case we have used the family of rectangles shown in Fig. 3: the side CE passes
between two consecutive pairs of roots of the frequency equation (for large | £ |) and
CD = DE = EA = |7t(jV + J), where N is a large positive integer.

Integrating on the chosen path and letting N —» 00 we obtain:

(" dt = 2,ri XX - lim f /(£) J0(«r)ei(! df,
J — 00 a = i N—*oi j r p

where RQ are the residues at the poles on the positive real axis and upper half-plane.
But, since

lim [ mJ„(*r)e'u dii = 0,
n—»»- J r p

evaluating the residues we obtain:

f /©W dt = 2« £ g(QJ0(aQr)eil" + , " , e"", (16)
J -co <2-1 iv 2

where

Z(ik2 - f)JMg(& =
dt

and a„ = .
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In a similar way the last integral of (12) can be evaluated, and we obtain:

/" * % = 2iri E KQJJAry'", (17)
where

<© -

and

= [/3]j„ .
Substituting (15), (16) and (17) in (12) we see that the terms in e'1" cancel and obtain:

1 \J,2 ®

CO ZjUCO

F(r,z) =
(18)

Substituting (18) in (9) and considering the time dependence, we obtain

u.{r, Z, t) = i i UMMoM - pQT(l-Q)Jo(M}e<a"-'"(19)

uT{r, z, t) = £ {-«„(?(£,) J.(a„r) - }<?«"—>, (20)

where

xfe2 s(-s2 + ^V,(g)
« 0 ̂  (A/0)

\h2 fj,(a)
2m" o d ,A /^s'^ (A/0)

(21)

£i > £2 , • • • , ^ are the roots on the positive real axis of A/0 = 0; £n+1 , fn+2 , • • • are
the roots in the upper half plane;

« = (h2 - p = (fc2 - *2)1/2,

A = (x+^) w' * = ($

j 0g [0]f-{« •
In the solution (19), (20) the terms due to the complex roots have the decay factor

e~°' ("a" real and positive) and for z sufficiently large, they become very small and can
be neglected. As we consider the solution for smaller z, some of those terms probably
must be considered (those that correspond to the poles that are closest to the real axis).
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We will obtain better information about the characteristics of the solution (19),
(20) in the last section where we discuss a numerical example.

To obtain the solution for z < 0 we integrate as in Fig. 3, following the same path
AB, but instead of the path BCDEA we take its reflection in the real axis. It can easily
be checked that u,(r, z) = w2(r, —z), ur(r, z) = —u,(r, —z), as is to be expected by-
considerations of symmetry.

2. Semi-infinite bar. Consider the same bar as in the previous problem. The equation
(1) without body force is

(X + m)V(V-u) + mV2u = pa". (22)

We look for a steady axially-symmetric solution of Eq. (22), which satisfies the
stress-free condition at the lateral surface of the bar and at the plane z = 0 is of the
type ut = u,(r)e~iut, u, = ur(r)e~"" [or a, = <rI(r)e"<"', t„ = rr.(r)e~""].

The solution (19), (20) of the above problem suggests that we assume:

u = + V X F; V-F = 0, (23)
where

<p(?, z, t) = <p(r, 0e4«—»,

F(r, 2, t) = F(r, »,

where £ is to be determined from boundary conditions. Substituting (23) in (22) we
obtain

11/ ^ , . _ n
r dr\ dr) a * '

+ P2F = 0,d 1 d(rF) , a2l
dr r dr

where F is the 6 component of the vector F, the other components being zero; and a
and /3 have the same meaning as before. Therefore

<p(r, Q = A(£)J0(ar),

F(r, () = BCQJtfr).
From the boundary conditions at r = 1

Au.-mDW-nw
i&J ,(a)

where J must be a root of the frequency equation (13).
From (9) we obtain

u. = T,m,)[-Z,M(QJ0(a,r) +
o-l

ur = i ± B(Q[-*M(.QJM - y1(M]c^(i•'-",
(24)
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where

JM \<Zq) . J , sZ„a,J ,(aj

and fiQ have the same meaning as in solution (19), (20).
Similarly we can express az and rTt in terms of the arbitrary functions B(£a).
In order to satisfy the conditions at infinity (outgoing waves of finite amplitude),

in the solution (24) we must include only the terms corresponding to the roots of the
frequency equation that are on the positive real axis or above the real axis.

At the plane z = 0 we can prescribe displacements or stresses by prescribing the
functions £(£„). To do this we need to know the roots, £,, of the frequency equation (13).
If we know only some of the roots, then for the other roots we can take /?(£„) = 0.
We can in this way construct solutions in which at z = 0, uz and ur are given by (24);
(or crz and rrt by the corresponding formulas).

The problem of an infinite bar with the body force <5(z)e~'"', where o(z) is the Dirac
delta function, corresponds to the case in which B(^) = —iTfc), where T(£.) is given
by (21).

3. Numerical example. Let us consider a bar of radius equal to 1 cm.
We shall take Poisson's ratio equal to 1/3: v = 1/3. For this case* Vt = 2V, , where

Vi = (X + 2m/p)1/2 and V, = (m/p)1/2 are the velocities of the longitudinal (compres-
sional) and transversal (shear) waves in an infinite medium.

Therefore k = 2h.
Let

I = hy, (25)
then the frequency equation (13) becomes:

y\i - yY'JAKi - yY2]Jo[K4 - yT2]
2(1 - vyn
h{4 - y )2\l/2 JAh(l - yy/2]JM4 - yT2]

+ Jo[h{1 - ~ = °- w

For the moment we are interested in the case of frequencies, «/2x, in the ultrasonic
range which vary approximately from 5 X 106 cycles/sec. to 25 X 106 cycles/sec. To
be specific we are going to consider the case w — 2r X 107; furthermore we shall take

r> = (X +p 2m) ' = 5 X 10s cm/sec.,

then

h = -gr = 40tt.y i

*L. Gold, Brown University Techn. Report WA-6487/4-.
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The positive real roots of the frequency equation (26) are in the interval 0 < y < 2.16.
There are approximately 130 positive real roots. Those in the interval .85 < y < 2.16
are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Roots of the frequency equation (26) for h = 407r in interval: 0.85 > y > 2.16.

.8514 1.0006 1.6414 1.9263

.8609 1.0336 1.6592 1.9332

.8715 1.0733' 1.6753 1.9397

.8835 1.1090 1.6914 1.9459

.8949 1.1437 1.707 1.951

.9046 1.1775 1.7222 1.9572
.9126 1.2119 1.7368 1.9624
.9208 1.2418 1.7509 1.9672
.9291 1.2725 1.7646 1.9717
.9387 1.3018 1.7778 1.9758

.9466 1.3257 1.7905 1.9796

.9534 1.3571 1.8030 1.9843

.9589 1.3846 1.8147 1.9862

.9645 1.4099 1.8262 1.9893

.9708 1.4344 1.8373 1.9915

.9759 1.4583 1.8479 1.9937

.9810 1.4817 1.8581 1.9956

.9855 1.5038 1.8680 1.9971

.9894 1.5251 1.8774 1.9983

.9926 1.5464 1.8865 1.9992

.9954 1.5664 1.8952 1.9997

.9974 1.5863 1.9035 2.1500

.9989 1.6056 1.9115

.9998 1.6236 1.9191

The roots on the imaginary axis closest to the real axis are at

y = .159t,

y = .192t.

The roots £„ are 40x times the corresponding roots of (26). Substituting them in
the solution (19-20), we see that of the terms corresponding to real roots the ones with
largest amplitudes are those that correspond to the roots near y = 1. If in the solution
we consider only the terms corresponding to the roots in .86 < y < 1.4, we get a result
with an accuracy roughly speaking, of 1%.

The terms corresponding to the imaginary roots have the decay factor

g-40*|ir«|«
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where the smallest value of | y, | is 0.159, and therefore such terms can be neglected in
the solution, except in the neighborhood of z = 0. If we take z > 1/2, for example, we
can ignore such terms.

The solution, considering only the roots in the interval .86 < y < 1.4, is

u,(r,z, t) = £ [TJoM + S,J0(MVli0r""-'""
40irVt ,

+ (40 ry/px — ut)

uT{r, z, t) = Z M„J,(/3,r)ei(i0T""~'")

where y„ , a, , , T, , S, , yv , a„ , , R, , Sv , M, are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

yq Gq Tq Sq Mq

.8609 63.9127 226.8361 +.02 +.05

.8715* 61.7387 226.2329 -.09 +.28

.8835 58.7479 225.4412 +.11 +.15

.8949 56.0587 224.7626 -.10 +.17

.9046 53.4575 224.1217 +.05 +.17

.9126 51.8238 223.7448 +.02 -.22

.9209 48.9587 223.0913 -.11 -.16

.9291 46.5082 222.5761 +.14 -.18

.9387 43.5677 221.9729 -.15 -.16

.9466 40.7403 221.4325 +.13 -.18

.9534 38.0762 220.9676 -.08 -.13

.9584 36.0279 220.6032 -.03 +.28

.9645 33.4141 220.2010 +.15 +.31

.9708 31.039 219.8617 -.27 +.35

.9759 27.3571 219.3716 +.21 +.22

.9810 24.3914 219.0198 -.23 +.23

.9855 21.4760 218.7056 +.25 +.24

.9894 18.2590 218.4166 -.27 +.30

.9926 15.2305 218.1778 +.30 +.38 .20

.9954 12.3151 217.9893 -.32 +.46 .26

.9974 9.2363 217.8385 -.45 +.80 . 44

.9989 6.1575 . 217.7380 -.45 +.94 .54

.9998 5.0266 217.6752 +.77 +2.06 1.18

(27)
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y p &p (3p Rp Sp q

1.0006 4.3480 217.6123 +.42 - 7.31 -4.07
1.0336 34.2937 214.9357 +.08 +1.55 .92
1.0733 48.8205 212.1083 +.06 -1.20 -.73
1.1090 60.2308 209.1552 +.03 +.79 . 54
1.1437 69.7184 206.1769 0 -.61 -.36

1.1775 78.1253 203.1484 0 +.47 . 36
1.2119 86.4945 199.7304 0 -.21 -.18
1.2418 92.5641 196.9909 0 +.31
1.2725 98.7718 193.9490 0 -.29
1.3018 104.7786 191.1978 0 +.22

1.3257 110.2827 187.6415 -.11
1.3571 115.2716 184.6255 +.19
1.3846 120.5997 181.1949 -.11
1.4099 125.0859 178.1162 +.11
1.4344 129.3334 175.0500 -.11

1.4583 133.3295 172.034 +.11
1.4817 137.6146 168.616 -.11
1.5038 141.1706 165.6629 +.11
1.5251 145.0163 162.3076 -.07

Some remarks. The longitudinal displacement for z not near the origin (say, z > 1/2)
consists of approximately 130 harmonic waves (one for each positive real root of the
frequency equation) which travel with velocities varying from Fj/,118 to VJ2.15
and with wave length varying from (1/20) (1/0.118) to (1/20) (1/2.15), respectively. Since
in the solution (27), J0(aQr), J0(PQr) and I0(aQr)/I0(aQ) have absolute value less than 1,
the coefficients TQ, , Rp, Sv, Mq give the order of magnitude of the amplitude of the
different waves. The waves of largest amplitude are those which travel with a velocity
approximately equal to F; = [(X + 2y.)/p]l/2 and with wave length approximately 1/20;
the closer the velocity is to Vt the larger the amplitude of the wave is; and it is interesting
to point out that the amplitude of the wave that travels with the velocity Fi/1.0006 is
remarkably larger than the others. Therefore if we are looking for an approximate
solution, it is sufficient to consider only the roots near the point £ = h{i.e. y = 1).

An example with low frequency. Now let us consider the solution for small values
of CO.

When co —> 0, h —> 0, k —» 0 and the frequency equation (26) has only one root at
if = 3/2 and therefore the solution will have only one term.

The wave velocity

E\'2 (2 1/2

p/ F<
and the wave length tends to infinity.

Let us consider h = 3 (co = 3F;)- In this case the frequency equation has 3 positive
real roots which are at y = .692, y = 1.080, y = 2.105 and the solution (not near the
origin) [considering the imaginary part of (19), (20) only] is:
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m, = |Fr2 [.397J0(2.1651r) + .574J„(5.6286r)] cos (2.076z - 3F,<)

+ |Fr2 [— .004/o(1.8792r) - 0.604Jo(3.8043r)] cos (3.540z - 37,0
+ %V;2 [— .00870(5.5569r) + 0.011I„(1.9695r)] cos (6.315z - 3F,<),

uT = JFr2 [ — 0.406Ji(2.1657r) + 0.021 J1(5.6286r)] sin (2.076z - 3V,t)

+ ^Fr2 [ —0.002/,(1.8792r) - 0.562/1(3.8043r)] sin (3.540z - 3F,<)

+ W? [-0.0077,(5.56690 + 0.0367,(1.9695r)] sin (6.315z - 3F,<).
In this solution the amplitude of the two first terms decreases as r increases, while that
of the last one increases and gives practically the only contribution near the surface of
the rod. The velocity with which the wave corresponding to the last term travels is
almost that of Rayleigh surface wave.

The wave lengths are

T 2ir T 2ir T 2ir
— o nna > — o CLAf\ J —2.076 ' 2 3.540 ' 3 6.340

The wave velocities are

F« tt _ F, T7 _ F,Fi = KTZZ , V* = r75> F3 =0.692 ' 2 1.18 ' 3 2.105 *

Figure 4 shows the displacement vector at several points of the section z = 5 cm
for h = 407r and for h — 3, for t an integer.

General conclusions. The solution (24) [or (19), (20)] consists of an infinite number
of terms of which all but a finite number (those corresponding to the positive real roots
of the frequency equation) decay with z.

In some of the following statements we shall consider v = 1/3, but the conclusions
apply to the general case.

When to (frequency) increases, the solution is changed as follows:
1) The number of waves that do not decay with z increases. For example if in the

formula w = hVt we take h equal to 1, 2, 3, 3.75, • • • We obtain 1, 2, 3, 4, • • • waves,
respectively. For h = 407r (ultrasonic frequency) we obtain 130 waves.

2) The rate at which the terms corresponding to the complex roots decay with z
increases.

3) Since the wave lengths are given by 2x/%,- , where y{ are the positive roots of
Eq. (26) which are in the interval 0 < y{ < 2.5, as w increases the wave length decreases.
In our example for h = 40x, the wave length of the terms of larger amplitude is approxi-
mately 1/20, while for h = 3 it is 2ir/2.076.

4) The roots of the frequency equation (23) become closer together particularly at
£ = h (y = 1) and £ = k (y = 2), and the roots near these two points correspond to
waves that travel with velocities that approach F; and F, respectively as m increases.
The velocity of the wave corresponding to % > k {y > 2) approaches the velocity of
Rayleigh surface wave. In our example for h = 40x, the terms of larger amplitudes are
those with F = Fj .

5) At a section z = constant, the displacement vector will vary in amplitude, direc-
tion and sense as r varies. Such variations become larger and faster as « increases.
(As shown in Fig. 4).
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The amplitude of the wave corresponding to the root £,• > k decreases when r de-
creases, and it is practically a surface wave. The amplitudes of the other waves decrease
as V increases.
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